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Abstract

This paper compares several particle filtering variants for
speech feature enhancement in non-stationary noise en-
vironments. By analyzing the random processes of clean
speech, noise and noisy speech, appropriate proposal
densities are derived. The performances of the result-
ing particle filters, i.e. modified Sampling-Importance-

Resampling (mod-SIR), auxiliary SIR and likelihood par-
ticle filter, are compared in terms of word accuracy
achieved by the subsequent speech recognizer on the
AURORA 2 database. It turns out that for the noises
found in this database, noise compensation techniques
that assume stationary noise work equally well.

1. Introduction

Robust speech recognition in noisy environments remains
a widely unsolved problem, while at the same time being
of great practical importance.

Here we concentrate on the problem of speech feature
enhancement, where a speech signal, which is corrupted
by additive noise, is processed in the feature extraction
stage such that the resulting feature vectors are those
of the undistorted, clean speech signal component. The
problem can be considered as one of Bayesian param-
eter estimation and various attempts have been made
to compute MMSE estimates of the speech features, e.g.
[1, 2]. This results in fairly complex estimators since
the noise distorts the speech features in a highly non-
linear manner. Simpler estimators can be obtained by
linearization, e.g. by Taylor series approximation [3] or
statistical linear approximation [4]. While in most ap-
proaches noise is considered stationary, some explicitly
address non-stationary noise. Among these are sequen-
tial EM [13], sequential MAP [2] and particle filtering
[5, 12].

Typical noises, e.g. street, bar, subway, that cor-
rupt speech signals have a large component that is rela-
tively slow-varying [5]. This means that, even for non-
stationary noise, the noise spectrum of the present frame
can well be predicted from previous frames. The use of
dynamical systems to represent noise in the context of
speech recognition has probably first been proposed by
Varga and Moore [6], who represent noise as the output
of a hidden Markov Model. While a HMM is a dynam-
ical system, where the state vector can assume a finite
number of values, a continuous state space model has
been proposed by Raj et al. [5, 7]. Since a dynamical
model of the log spectra of clean speech would be very
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lex, the idea here was to consider the noise as the
variable to be tracked, whose observation is cor-
d by speech. This leads to a simple state equa-
However, the measurement equation is non-linear

the measurement noise, the clean speech signal, is
aussian. They proposed to use a variant of parti-

lters for the resulting non-linear estimation problem.
cle filtering was also proposed in [12], where, how-
a simple random walk model for the noise trajectory
sed.
article filters are sequential Monte Carlo methods
on-linear and/or non-Gaussian Bayesian tracking
lems. They have been successfully applied to a large
ty of applications [8]. In the speech signal process-
omain they have, among others, been successfully
ed to speaker tracking, e.g. [9, 10]. The most critical
in particle filter design is the choice of the proposal
ty, from which samples are drawn to obtain a dis-
approximation of the searched after posterior den-
In [5] the Sampling-Importance-Resampling (SIR)

cle filter [8] is applied to speech feature enhance-
, where the proposal density is the state transition
ty. This is a popular choice because of its simplicity.
y studying the properties of the contributing ran-
processes, more suitable proposal densities can be
. In this paper we present the design of an SIR filter
modified resampling, an auxiliary SIR filter, and a
hood particle filter for speech feature enhancement.
ive recognition results on the AURORA 2 database
ompare the performance with that obtained by the
advanced frontend (ETSI AFE) and what is ob-

d if the noise is assumed stationary.

2. State Space Model

re given a speech signal which is corrupted by addi-
oise:

Zk = Sk + Nk. (1)

, Sk, Nk and Zk denote the vector of DFT coeffi-
s of the k-th frame of the undistorted speech signal,
oise, and the noise-corrupted speech, respectively.
ring (1) we obtain

|Zk|
2 = |Sk|

2 + |Nk|
2 + 2|Sk| · |Nk| · cos(θ) (2)

e θ denotes the angle between the two complex
bles Sk and Nk. In the following the phase term
| · |Nk| · cos(θ) is neglected, a commonly used ap-
mation which simplifies density computations later-
mission of this term, however, is known to produce



artifacts, e.g. in spectral subtraction [2, 11], and we will
come back to this issue in section 3.1.

Applying a Mel filterbank and taking the (element-
wise) logarithm we obtain

zk = sk + log(1 + enk−sk ) (3)

where sk, nk and zk are D-dimensional log-spectral fea-
ture vectors arising from the clean speech component, the
noise and the noisy speech, respectively.

A major difficulty in removing the noise from zk is
the non-linear nature of eq. (3). Various approximations
have been proposed to cope with the non-linearity, e.g.
Vector Taylor Series (VTS) [3] and statistical linear ap-
proximation [4].

The approach taken here is different: Rather than
linearizing (3) we are going to devise a non-linear state-
space filter to remove the noise from the noisy speech.
Since a dynamical model of speech can be very com-
plicated, we identify the noise as the state variable:
xk := nk, which is ”corrupted” by speech, as was pro-
posed in [5].

In [5] it was shown that a wide variety of noise types
can be well modeled by a first-order AR model. We em-
ploy the following state equation

nk+1 = A · nk + wk, (4)

where the process noise wk is assumed to be a white
Gaussian noise vector with mean µ

w
and diagonal co-

variance Σw. Note that the D×D state matrix A is not
diagonal since there is considerable correlation among the
components of a log-spectral feature vector. The state
matrix and the process noise parameters are estimated
from a segment of training examples of noise. In informal
experiments on AURORA 2 we observed that the model
(4) achieved noticeably better recognition accuracy than
a simple random walk model (A = I, the identity matrix
in (4)).

While the state equation (4) is linear, the measure-
ment equation (3) is not. The ”measurement noise” sk,
i.e. the clean speech feature vector, is assumed to be
drawn from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM):

p(sk) =
MX

m=1

cm · N (sk; µm,Σm), (5)

where the weights cm, the mean vectors µm and the co-
variances Σm, which are assumed to be diagonal with di-
agonal entries σ2

m,d, d = 1, . . . , D, can be obtained from
noise-free training data.

Since the measurement noise is non-Gaussian and the
measurement equation is non-linear, a Kalman filter can-
not be applied. Also, local linearization, as is done in an
extended Kalman filter, is not very promising due to the
multimodal nature of the measurement noise. In the fol-
lowing section we are going to devise different particle
filters for this estimation problem.

3. Particle Filter Design

Particle filters perform sequential Monte Carlo estima-
tion based on point mass (”particle”) representations of
probability densities. Unlike Kalman Filters, the a pos-
teriori density p(xk|z1:k), of the state vector xk, given all
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ous measurements z1:k := z1, . . . , zk, is described by
les xi

k, i = 1, . . . , N , rather than by moments [8].
ince drawing samples from the posterior is usually
ssible, samples are drawn from a so-called impor-

or proposal density q(xk|x
i
k−1, zk), which must have

ame support as the posterior. Then a weight wi
k can

mputed for each particle:

wi
k ∝ wi

k−1

p(zk|xk)p(xi
k|x

i
k−1)

q(xk|xi
k−1

, zk)
(6)

1: weight of i-th particle at pervious frame k − 1)
that the posterior is approximated by a discrete

ability mass function:

p(xk|z1:k) ≈
NX

i=1

wi
kδ(xk − x

i
k). (7)

ably the most critical issue in the design of a particle
is the appropriate choice of the importance density.
e following we present different options.

SIR Filter

most popular choice of importance density is the
transition density:

q(xk|x
i
k−1, zk) = p(xk|x

i
k−1), (8)

results in the so-called Sampling-Importance-

mpling (SIR) particle filter. This was also the choice
]. Note that in the SIR filter the state space is ex-
d without any knowledge of the observation zk.
sing (8) in (6) results in

wi
k ∝ wi

k−1p(zk|x
i
k). (9)

he SIR particle filter

i
k, i = 1, . . . , N}] = SIR[{xi

k−1, i = 1, . . . , N}, zk]
(10)

scribed by the following iteration scheme

Sampling: Draw xi
k ∼ p(xk|x

i
k−1), i = 1, . . . , N .

Weight computation: Calculate w̃i
k = p(zk|x

i
k), i =

1, . . . , N and normalize: wi
k = w̃i

k/
P

j
w̃j

k.

Resampling: Draw N samples with replacement
from the approximate discrete representation of
the posterior (7).

n light of eq. (5) the likelihood p(zk|x
i
k) can be com-

as follows (remember: xk = nk):

p(zk|nk) =

MX
m=1

cm · p(zk|nk, m) (11)

e

p(zk|nk, m) =
DY

d=1

p(zk,d|nk,d, m). (12)

, zk,d and nk,d denote the d-th component of the
r zk and nk, resp. Using (3) we find

,d|nk,d, m) =
e
−

0
@ log(ezk,d − enk,d) − µm,d

2σ2
m,d

1
A

2

q
2πσ2

m,d · |1 − enk,d−zk,d |
(13)



if nk,d ≤ zk,d, and p(zk,d|nk,d, m) = 0 else.
Figure 1 shows the likelihood (13) as a function of

nk,d for different values of zk,d. Its impulse-like shape
causes problems in the SIR recursions: particles ni

k which
are in the vicinity, but smaller than zk (in every compo-
nent) will be given a large weight according to (9). As a
consequence they will be drawn several times during re-
sampling. In the sampling stage they move according to
the state equation, and it is likely that at least one com-
ponent d of a particle will move such that nk,d > zk,d.
As a result it will be assigned a weight of zero in the next
iteration. This massive die out of particles was so severe
that the SIR particle filter failed to work properly.
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Figure 1: Likelihood function p(zk,d|nk,d, m) for different

values of the state variable nk,d.

The problem can be overcome by either of the follow-
ing means

i) The phase term in (2) should not be neglected.
Then, however, a closed form for the likelihood
function p(zk|nk) can no longer be computed, even
if the phase term is approximated by a normally
distributed random variable. Numerical evaluation
of the resulting integrals tend to be very compli-
cated [2]. We therefore did not consider this ap-
proach any further.

ii) The resampling stage in the SIR iteration is mod-
ified such that each dimension of the particle is
drawn independently. A ”resampled”particle is ob-
tained from the D draws of scalars. A weight of
zero then only means that a component is missing
and not the whole particle.

iii) Use an importance density which depends on the
measurement zk. The optimal proposal density (in
the sense of minimizing the variance of the weights)
is q(xk|x

i
k−1, zk) = p(xk|x

i
k−1, zk) [8], which, how-

ever, is not computable in our case. Since in our
setup the likelihood is peaked, it is far tighter than
the state transition density. Therefore it is impor-
tant that we choose an importance density which
depends on the current observation zk. In the fol-
lowing we present two designs that take this con-
sideration into account.

3.2. Auxiliary SIR Filter

The basic idea of the Auxiliary SIR (ASIR) filter is to per-
form the resampling step at time k−1 using the available
measurement at time k, before the particles are propa-
gated to time k. In this way the ASIR filter attempts
to mimic the sequence of steps carried out if the optimal
importance density were available [8].

Since at the ”previous” time step k − 1 the particle
xi

k is not yet available, an estimate is required. In our
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Likelihood Particle Filter

likelihood particle filter uses an importance density
solely depends on the current observation

q(xk|x
i
k−1, zk) = p(xk|zk). (14)

r setup, drawing from this density amounts to the
ing operation: first a sample si

k is drawn from the
of speech (5). Using this and the observation zk,

article xi
k = ni

k can be computed from the measure-
equation (3). Employing (14) in (6) we see that the
ts now depend on the state transition density.

4. Noise Compensation

particle filters estimate the posterior density
|z1:k). Point estimates can be derived from this. The
oximate MMSE estimate of the system state, i.e. of
oise term, is obtained by:

n̂k =

NX
i=1

wi
kx

i
k. (15)

the estimate of the noise and the measurement zk

n estimate sk, the log spectrum of the clean speech

= zk −
M−1X
m=0

p(m|zk, n̂k) log
“
1 + en̂k−µm

”
. (16)

e experiments we observed that n̂k tends to be bi-
We therefore replaced n̂k by γn̂k which resulted

ly improved performance. Here, γ is an ”undersub-
ion” factor, which has been determined on training
ples of noise to γ = 0.96.
n alternative to (16) would be to first compute clean
h ”particles” ŝi

k, i = 1, . . . , N , by using ni
k instead

in (16). Then ŝk is obtained as the average of
lean speech particles [5]. Recognition experiments
ed that this delivers only marginal improvement at
ly increased computational effort. We therefore used
in the experiments reported in the next section.

5. Experimental Results

ries of recognition experiments was run on the
ORA 2 database, which was chosen because it con-
a variety of noise types and signal-to-noise ratio
) conditions. Baseline results were obtained by us-
he ETSI standard front end (ES 201 108) and the
advanced front end (ES 202 050), both with clean

ition training.
urther, the Vector Taylor Series (VTS) algorithm [3]
sed as a benchmark. In VTS the non-linearity (3) is

oximated by a Taylor series, for the results reported
by a 0-th order approximation, and an estimate of
oise nk is obtained which is used in (16) to remove
oise from the log-spectral feature vectors. The 0-th
VTS is computationally quite inexpensive and is

n to achieve good performance.
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Figure 2: Word accuracy on testset A of AURORA 2 as

a function of SNR.

Figures 2 and 3 show word accuracies as a function of
SNR for testsets A and B of the AURORA 2 database, re-
spectively. The figures display results for speech feature
enhancement by particle filtering with an otherwise un-
modified ETSI standard frontend (SFE) for three particle
filtering variants: the SIR filter with modified resampling
(SIR SFE), as explained in Section 3.1, the auxiliary filter
(ASIR SFE), and the likelihood particle filter (Like-PF
SFE). All particle filters achieved about the same word
accuracy. However it was observed that the SIR particle
filter was the least sensitive to a reduction of the number
of particles. While the performance of the other filters
quickly degraded when the number of particles was re-
duced from N = 200, the SIR particle filter maintained
roughly its performance even for N = 100.

The figures also show that, as an average over all noise
types of testsets A and B, the VTS algorithm, which as-
sumes stationary noise over the whole utterance, achieves
equally good results, at, however, greatly reduced com-
putational complexity. Actually for no noise type a clear
advantage of the particle filter approach was observed.
While others reported improved performance on highly
non-stationary noise [12], the noise types of AURORA 2
seem to be good-natured enough to be treated by sta-
tionary noise compensation techniques.
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Figure 3: Word accuracy on testset B of AURORA 2 as

a function of SNR.
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6. Conclusions

vestigating the random process of noise corrupted
h features we were able to find appropriate proposal
ties to be used in particle filter based speech feature
ncement. While significant improvements over the
standard frontend were achieved, we were not able

ach the performance of the ETSI advanced frontend.
er, speech feature enhancement by Vector Taylor

s approximation, which assumes stationary noise,
ved comparable results. It can be concluded that
he noise types present in AURORA 2 the assump-
of stationarity over the duration of an utterance
and particle filtering, which explicitly addresses

tationary noise, can also cope with stationary noise,
ields not additional performance advantage.
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